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INTRO :  

In Surah Ar Rahman , Allah said that everything will die in this life, & that all in Dunia do not 

last. What last is the Face of Allah , Owner of Majesty. The only thing to remain is what you do 

for the sake of Allah which He will Preserve for you .  

Ask Allah to attach your heart to Bi al Jalaalil wa al Ikram , the One who is the Owner of the 

Honor, the Owner of the Majesty . If you want honor, do your deeds only for Allah . Do not think 

you can get honor from life if Allah do not put the honor there . Whatever you do, do it for Allah 

& Allah will make you more attached to Him.  

Place of halaqah is not important . What is important is that Allah make it easy for us to meet for 

the sake of Allah .  

Rasulullah salallahu alaihi wa salam said of Surah Baqarah : 

“ The one who take (by reading , memorizing , understanding it , & by diving into the verses ) 

Surat ul Baqarah , it will be a blessing for him “. 

Extra info : Imam Ahmad said that Abu Nu`aym narrated to them that Bishr bin Muhajir 

said that `Abdullah bin Buraydah narrated to him from his father, "I was sitting with the 

Prophet and I heard him say, 

(Learn Surat Al-Baqarah, because in learning it there is blessing, in ignoring it there is 

sorrow, and the sorceresses cannot memorize it.) 

 

Rasulullah salallahu alaihi wa salam used to honor the person who take Surat ul Baqarah by 

making him a leader.  

Extra info : At-Tirmidhi, An-Nasa'i and Ibn Majah recorded that Abu Hurayrah said, 

"The Messenger of Allah sent an expedition force comprising of many men and asked 

each about what they memorized of the Qur'an. The Prophet came to one of the youngest 

men among them and asked him, `What have you memorized (of the Qur'an) young man' 

He said, `I memorized such and such Surahs and also Al-Baqarah.' The Prophet said, 



`You memorized Surat Al-Baqarah' He said, `Yes.' The Prophet said, `Then you are their 

commander.' 

May Allah make it easy for us to learn about Surat ul Baqarah – so many rules are in the Surah . 

“ If you leave it , it will be a regret for you “ as if you are deprived .  

AL BIRR ( cont)  
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It is not Al-Birr (piety, righteousness, and each and every act of obedience to 

Allâh, etc.) that you turn your faces towards east and (or) west (in prayers); 

but Al-Birr is (the quality of) the one who believes in Allâh, the Last Day, the 

Angels, the Book, the Prophets[] and gives his wealth, in spite of love for it, to 

the kinsfolk, to the orphans, and to Al-Masâkin (the poor), and to the 

wayfarer, and to those who ask, and to set slaves free, performs As-Salât 

(Iqâmat-as-Salât), and gives the Zakât, and who fulfill their covenant when 

they make it, and who are patient in extreme poverty and ailment (disease) 

and at the time of fighting (during the battles). Such are the people of the 

truth and they are Al¬Muttaqûn (pious - see V.2:2) (177) 

 

Always be grateful to Allah for guiding us through the Kalamullah , the Quran, keeping us on the 

Straight Path. On the other hand, people are never really happy for they base their lives on 

various & different principles. Allah send to us the Quran perfect with Principles, Rules, & 

Character of the best people . The Birr is mentioned by Allah � so it is the true characteristic . 

The real Abrar is not about their actions but what they have in their heart – their 

iman & faith. Quran mentions a lot about faith (faith cannot be seen, but you need to affirm it 

anyway). Faith increase & decrease so we need to recharge (renew) it always. Belief is in the 

heart, which changes quickly – if you get wary, the heart hardens quickly . Hence we need to 

renew the faith all the time. That is why the pillars of  faith ( about Allah, the Angels, 

Messengers & Prophets, the Books, etc )  is mentioned in different places in the Quran . When 

we read about the angels, it will increase our faith regarding the angles .  
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believes in Allâh, the Last Day, the Angels, the Book, the Prophets 

 

The 2nd characteristic  is not about solat but about mal / wealth – because  humans love the 

world & humans normally find it difficult to give wealth away. 

 

 َوَءاَ�0 ٱۡ
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and gives his wealth, in spite of love for it 

 

Faith is indicated in those who love to give their wealth away . The groups who deserve to 

receive these wealth were stated as : “the kinsfolk, to the orphans, and to Al-Masâkin (the 

poor), and to the wayfarer, and to those who ask, and to set slaves free”  

The 3rd characteristic of Al Birr & Al Abrar is :  

 

َ*ٰوةَ  (3) �<
 َوأ2�َََم ٱ

performs As-Salât (Iqâmat-as-Salât), 

 

َ*ٰوةَ  �<
 .  ‘ means ‘ to establishing solat  أ2�َََم ٱ

Solat means connection, invocation, mercy – SILAH means connection & solat is doa & mercy . 

Nothing beats (the complexity & richness of ) the Arabic language. Solat gives many meanings. 

When you  َٰوة*َ �<
 establish solat,  we do so with pride – that is why Allah did not say ‘ yu /  أ2�َََم ٱ

sallum as solat ‘ but He said  َٰوة*َ �<
 .  أ2�َََم ٱ



Solat may seem perfect from outside/ physically but it may be imperfect in essence . Like the 

dead who look perfect physically but he has no soul . When Allah emphasise   ٰوة*َ �<
    , أ2�َََم ٱ
He emphasised it with His Wisdom & Hiqmah .      

In Surah Baqarah , Ibrahim a.s. doa :  “Make us muqeemu as solat “. May Allah include us 

amongst those in Ibrahim’s doa . ‘ Muqeemu as solat’ is not just to pray for the sake of solat but 

solat is more :  

• Allah is giving us the chance to stand in front of Him. As soon as you want Him, you 

can start the prayer.  

• Rasulullah salallahu alaihi wa salam said Allah , our Rabb, will put His Face in front of 

the face of the person making solat. This is the doa all Messengers & Prophets ask for .  

We all want    ٰوة*َ �<
 so we should make doa because we are all weak. Our prayer need   أ2�َََم ٱ

to be perfect . We often feel bad because our solat is not perfect. We need Allah to establish & 

perfect our solat, This is our equation = our heart belong to Allah & we ask of Him , who 

control our limbs, only ( and not through any intermediate). Moving our limbs is easy with Allah. 

Without Allah , it will be difficult . We cannot do perfect solat without Allah because we have so 

much stress, & our mind is not there / not focused. We ask Allah & Allah will have power over 

our limbs, our mind… it’s a matter of our heart.  

َ*ٰوة �<
 is about Al Birr. Al Birr is after Faith . Nothing comes before & after but for a أ2�َََم ٱ

reason – In the Ayat,  ‘Faith’ is followed by ‘giving’ which is followed by ‘solat’ . There is a 

reason for this sequence in the Ayat . May Allah forgive those who are careless about solat . 

People make fun of those who take a long time in prayer . When you know about the significance 

of As Solat, we will be ashamed even if we pray all our life (yet Allah did not ask us to pray all 

our life.). Allah do not need our prayer - If a person do not pray, the whole Universe  pray & 

glorify Allah. Allah said in the Quran “ if we do not prove we are attached to Allah , Allah will 

replace with somebody better”. WE NEED to attach to Allah , not the other way round. We need 

the honor to ٰوة*َ �<
 If we do not , there are billions of others who deserve this honor to .  أ2�َََم ٱ

َ*ٰوة �<
 Unknown numbers of angels enter the Bait il Ma’mur to worship Allah & they will .أ2�َََم ٱ

never return to it  again .   

( Extra Info on :  

Bait-ul Mamur 

The Messenger of Allah (sal Allahu alaihi wa sallam) said in the hadith of the 

Miraj (Night Journey) after his visit to the seventh heaven: “Then I was taken up 



to the Frequented House (Bait-ul Mamur) and every day 70,000 angels visit it, 

never returning to it again, another (group) coming after them.” [Sahih Bukhari] 

 

The Bait-ul Mamur is a Masjid like the Kabah, opposite Allah’s Throne. The 

angels visit it, pray in it, and do Tawaf there just as the people of the earth do 

Tawaf of their Kabah. Each day a fresh batch of 70,000 angels comes to it. Till 

the Day of Judgement the same batch of angels will not get a chance to return to 

it again.  

There are other creations who are praying to Allah . So be amongst those whom Allah Bestow 

His Blessing upon & do not cut the relation between you & Allah . That is why ٰوة*َ �<
 .   أ2�َََم ٱ

There are 2  means to prefect  ٰوة*َ �<
  : أ2�َََم ٱ

a. We need to perfect the OUTER LOOK OF THE PRAYER  

Do not be hasty in  prayer . NOTHING else is more important than solat . The struggle is that 

when we solat, we think of other things to do : “Maybe I need to do this job “. Rasulullah 

salallahu alaihi wa salam  said: 

“ pray as if this is your last prayer “ . 

With this thought in mind, we will then perfect the prayer .  

b. The soul of the prayer is the KHUSHU’  

One muftah / KEY to khushu’ in prayer is : when you pray , put in your mind & heart that you 

are talking to Allah . When we know Allah, it will make it easier to focus that we are talking to 

Allah. Allah is talking to you when you read the Quran. When you pray, you are talking to Allah. 

Feel how Merciful Allah is to us, to put us in this position (solat) & not other positions. Feel this 

is a favor from Allah . You are talking to One who Knows your heart . You may feel bad when 

you are talking to another & they do not talk to you . Even kids know when we are not talking to 

them. Allah is more deserving of our khushu’- we often fail in this ; yet He never cut bestowing 

us with many ( food , drinks, etc ).  

When we really  َٰوة* �<
 . we get Mercy from Allah because solat is a mercy , أ2�َََم ٱ

َ*ٰوة �<
 . is a connection with Allah. That is why we need 5 times of solat (minimum)  أ2�َََم ٱ

When we do not see people for a long time, you feel there is no connection. We need connection 

with Allah . When we say “ Allahu Akbar” , we are connected with Allah . May Allah make us 

amongst those who ٰوة*َ �<
 أ2�َََم ٱ



The 4
th

 characteristic of Al Birr is : 

َ=ٰوةَ  (4)  َوَءاَ�0 ٱ
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and gives the Zakât 

 

Allah associate the Solat with the Zakat. Solat is Haqallah / Right of Allah. Zakat is Haq ul 

‘Abid / Right of the people . Even though we need to do everything for the sake of Allah, it is 

important to know that we live in a society & we need to help each other . Zakat is one of the 

things Allah make obligatory. Zakat is paid one time per LUNAR year . We pay zakat of 2.5 %  

the value when our money exceed 83 grams of gold . This is called zakat – The Arabic word is 

ZAKAH meaning INCREMENT . When we give 2.5% of the wealth every year (as zakat) to the 

deserving group of people , we need to feel that this is an obligatory act & we are doing it for the 

sake of Allah . We will therefore not feel arrogant .  

Zakat will INCREASE . Zakah means elevate . Zakat will increase your wealth – not lessen . 

Usually when we give wealth, it will lessen BUT with Zakat , Allah will INCREASE our wealth. 

But DO NOT count your money after paying Zakat because this is testing Allah . Allah’s 

calculation is such that He knows it is so difficult for you to give wealth / zakat. We have no 

problem  spending on ourselves but very difficult to give to others .  

 

“Zakah is increment” is in the following ways :  

 

i. INCREASE THE QUALITY  

 

When we give Az Zakah , Allah guarantees He will INCREASE THE QUALITY ( not 

quantity ) ie Allah will Increase the BARAKAH . Stories from people of the past : they 

are able to do many with little money & still able to save . Nowadays , money is more in 

quantity but not in quality. When you give zakah, Allah increase your wealth ie by putting 

barakah in our wealth . The more we feel desperate & yet we  still give zakat , Allah will 

open 10 doors better than what you give . Allah is Most Generous.  

 

ii. INCREASE THE GOOD CHARACTER  



“Zakah is increment” also means AZ ZAKAH will INCREASE THE GOOD 

CHARACTER / Khuluq IN YOU – When you give from what you like, it will increase 

good character – you will become more generous, you will think more of others even 

though humans are selfish ( think of own self only)  by nature . 

Islam want us to think of others. Society is all things together. It is a blessing to have all 

of us learning the same thing. When Allah give Blessing , it is not that someone is better. 

When we all  learn the same thing , it makes all the ship flow together ( ie  there is unity). 

 

Giving Zakat is a GENERAL & TOTAL REFORMING . Example : If you have somebody 

becoming President, he will put his children is different places to develop good characters & 

qualifications. If we think of meeting people of high status, thinking of the protocol alone is a 

headache ! To be in Paradise, we will be with Allah & Messengers. So we need the 

qualifications to be eligible to be in Paradise : that is to follow what Allah tell 

you eg if you perfect ٰوة*َ �<
 it will change you from every angle – it will change your , أ2�َََم ٱ

behavior, talk, etc. If you give zakat, it will change you too . If you follow all of Allah’s 

Commands, it will change you from different angles .   eg if you want barakah ,  you may  learn 

Financing to manage your wealth better . If you want good khuluq,  you may go to Finishing 

School (to be trained in protocol, etiquette , etc ) . BUT you get ALL of these just by 

paying Zakat . It will have an impact in reforming the human to be the best & having Sibghat 

Allah / Color of Allah deserving to be in Paradise. When we learn in our classes ( about akhlaq, 

etc)  , it is not to keep as notes & not act on them � these are qualifications to go to Paradise 

because it change you even though you do not know how to change   , example :  giving you 

barakah even though you do not know know how to manage money, changing your heart , 

improve your khuluq. Life is simpler than  what we think ( if we follow what Allah states . ) 

 

iii. INCREASE ATH-THAWAB  

 

Giving AZ ZAKAT will INCREASE ATH-THAWAB / the Reward with Allah. When you 

give sedeqah for Allah sake, He will increase for you . You may think you will finish when 

you give it but Allah will never let it finish – instead he will Increase it. Parable : like a 

kid ( baby horse) will grow & grow. Your Reward will never be lost . You give 1 Dirham, 

& Allah will increase for you eventhough you do not even think of it. Allah Shukur , He 

Appreciates. Allah is One who gave you ; yet when you give it as Az Zakah, Allah will 

INCREASE it for you . Subhanallah.  He will reward you. Always appreciate the Favor of 

Allah . We are Dha*if; we do not have anything from beginning. And Allah will give us. 



Then you give a bit of it as sedeqah – even if it may be sedeqah you give to your own 

family & you enjoy eating & drinking from it . Allah will now REWARD you for your 

sedeqah & increase it for you. Subhanallah .  

This is all ACTION but it is ALL HEART . The soul will never die . Body will die . In the Day 

of Judgement , we will all be united .  ٰوة*َ �<
َ=ٰوةَ   and  أ2�َََم ٱ  need the heart . It is  َءاَ�0 ٱ
ز�

what you BELIEVE IN YOUR HEART – not the exterior .  

 

َ@ُدواْ  (5) ـٰ   َۖوٱۡ
ُ�و9ُوَن ِ	Bَۡ@ِدِھۡم إَِذا 1َ

and who fulfill their covenant when they make it 

 

The Quran tell us exactly what to do in life so we are not confused . When the AL BIRR make a  

promise / give covenant , they fulfill their promises / covenant .  

One part of promising is ‘ when we promise , we must do it / fulfill it’. But the concept of 

َ@ُدواْ     ـٰ   . to fulfill it ‘  is very vast ‘ /    ۖإَِذا 1َ

• What is the covenant /  ُد@َ ـٰ 1َ  I will have so that I will know how I can fulfil it ? 

َ@دُ    • ـٰ 1َ  in Arabic is AL ILTIZAAM / OBLIGATIONS . Who will oblige it on you ?  

 

i. AL ILZAAM MIN ALLAH  

The  ُد@َ ـٰ 1َ  / covenant can be from Allah – that is an Obligation ( must be 

fulfilled)  which Allah ordained on you = Ilzaamallah . We need to fulfill our 

covenant with Allah . Do not break it.  

 



 

 

There are covenants we gave to Allah BEFORE we were even created . We promised “ to 

worship Allah”. “ Al  Alzaam min Allah” – what did Allah make obligatory upon you ?  

� Haq Allah / Rights of Allah – the prayer, the fasting  

� Haq Al Khalq / Rights of the people  - be dutiful to parents, rights 

of husband, children which Allah made obligatory on you. Sometimes 

people think “ I will not give people’s rights unless they give me my rights 

“ . You NEED to give people’s rights (irrespective of whether people give 

us our rights or not) because this our covenant with Allah. If you want 

your rights, ask from Allah. Hadith : : “ If there is a bad ruler, your duty 

is to obey him . You ask for your rights from Allah .”  You are slave of 

Allah ( not slave of people ) so ask Allah . When you give people’s rights 

without waiting for your rights to be fulfilled by them, this makes you 

humble and a slave of Allah. . In the Day Of Judgement  Allah will ask you 

of your duty of giving people their rights ( NOT whether people fulfill their 

rights upon you) .  

ii. ILZAAM AL ‘IBAAD NAFSIHI   

 – continue next week  

 


